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On me the notice of James Connolly's execution, the
hideous surroundings of the prison, the utter devasta-
tion of the streets with their ruined, smoking houses,
the terror of the people in the slums, who by now saw
a spy in everyone, the squalor and starvation only
too plain there—these things made an impression never
to be wiped out. Rebellion and revolution are the
natural outcome of conditions of life as terrible as those
I saw in the slums of Dublin. ' Loyalty' is not, could
not be bred in such places. I felt no difficulty that
day in understanding why Ireland had risen against
England's rule, not only because I am half-Irish myself,
but because on the spot it appeared clearly inevitable.
Nor could I doubt that more hatred and rebellion would
inevitably be bred by such a vengeance as had been
taken.
We went to Surrey House, which had been seized by
the military authorities. The place was in chaos—
furniture broken, papers, ornaments, books, pictures,
lying smashed on the floor. I noticed a box of lantern-
slides which had been overturned and every single slide
crushed to bits by someone's boot; a beautiful leather
dressing-case ripped across by a bayonet, and so on.
The garden had been dug up in search of arms, but
nothing had been found. As we came out we were
surrounded by a crowd of people who started in amaze-
ment, mistaking Eva for Constance. Many people told
us Eva went in danger of her life because of her
striking likeness to Constance. Some soldier would
fire at her, they feared. For hours on end we tramped
the streets until our search for the Commandant's
wife was successful, and we were able to carry out
Constance's earnest wishes. But I knew after this
visit some of the horrors of war, even though only on
a small scale.
Eva wrote an account of the Rising for the Socialist

